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the whole teaching process in this class is made easy to understand and follow. students learn to
read words by reading their meaning while simultaneously understanding the arabic grammatical
structure which is applied to a sentence. there is no need to memorize these letters; the learner

need only to develop his/her reading and writing skills. the words, grammar, and sentences used in
the following arabic books are the same words and sentences presented in this book. this website

contains all the resources a student needs to develop and master reading and writing skills in arabic.
the include all the materials needed part contains all the books, dvds, cds, and other

materials/resources necessary for the entire course. the resource list lists all the materials that are
included with the website and resources that can be purchased. the how to use the website page

provides an overview of how to log on, create an account, and use the resources on this site. the faq
page contains answers to some of the questions students may have and this index page contains all

the major sections of this website along with a link to each of the sections. arabic is one of the
languages which has undergone a radical change in its usage, and usage paradigms. the arabic

reading course on this website uses the new arabic usage paradigms. as a result of this fundamental
change in modern arabic usage, there is a completely new classification of vocabulary in the

language. this presents new challenges to readers.
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the author of three books: arabic reading and writing made easy, arabic grammar made easy and
arabic for beginners, dr philips is also a leading authority on arabic grammar and a consultant to the
british council and many other organizations. he holds a degree in arabic from the college of islamic

disciplines, the university of madeenah and the university of wales. he lives in london. this audio
programme is an excellent teaching aid for children. it will help them master the arabic alphabetic

principles, an elementary method of letter formation, the alphabetic order and a concrete method of
phonetic transcription of arabic speech. this site is not a publisher. it contains a copy of the book.

however, this means that there is a licence and a reproduction right for my books and audio
programmes. in other words, you can't download and reproduce my books and audio programmes
without my permission. please respect this. this audio programme is an excellent teaching aid for
children. it will help them master the arabic alphabetic principles, an elementary method of letter
formation, the alphabetic order and a concrete method of phonetic transcription of arabic speech.
the author of three books: arabic reading and writing made easy, arabic grammar made easy and

arabic for beginners, dr philips is also a leading authority on arabic grammar and a consultant to the
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